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RECORD REVIEWS 

THE COMPLETE RECORDINGS OF HINA SPANI 
Arias and duets by Verdi, Mascagni, Puccini, Giordano, Rossini, Wagner, Gounod, 
Massenet, Leoncavallo, Catalani, Caccini, Ciampi, Scarlatti, Paradies; Songs by 
Brahms, Dvořák, Granados, Nin, Ugarte, López Buchardo, Obradors 
Appendix: Verdi arias sung by Giannina Arangi Lombardi 
Marston 52077-2 (2 CDs)    44 tracks 161 min. 

This very welcome release includes all of the Argentinian soprano’s surviving 
recordings—persuasively transferred by Ward Marston—and six of the finest discs 
by her Italian contemporary (born in 1891, just a year after Spani) Giannina Arangi 
Lombardi. Both singers were musically versatile, technically accomplished 
performers with vibrantly beautiful, even-scaled voices: distinctively dark, but never 
overweighted, in the lower-middle register, and effortless on top. Their repertoires 
overlapped to a certain extent (we can compare them here in Verdi’s ‘D’amor sull’ali 
rosee’ and ‘Morrò, ma prima in grazia’) and they both toured Australia in 1928 with 
J.C. Williamson’s troupe, with each of them making a fleeting attempt at the none-
too-congenial role of Turandot. Their paths must have crossed quite frequently,
during the late twenties and early thirties, in Italy too, for it was there that Spani
completed her studies and first made a name for herself outside Argentina both as
an operatic artist and recitalist. And although neither of them was engaged by
Covent Garden or the Met or became as popular in Italy as the more glamorous
divas of that age (both were rather short in stature and Arangi Lombardi was
generally acknowledged to be an indifferent actress), their recordings have always
been prized for their vocal finish, musical aplomb and freedom from veristic
overplay.

In Spani’s acoustic discs—six operatic excerpts recorded for Columbia in 1924—
there are in fact occasional lapses into overt emotionalism, but the voice is heard at 
its freshest and often impresses both for its dynamic range and continuity of line, 
although there are a number of internal cuts. ‘Morrò, ma prima in grazia’ identifies 
her immediately as a singer of real mastery across a wide range and Puccini’s ‘In 
quelle trine morbide’ and ‘Un bel dì vedremo’ (Butterfly was a favourite role) 
combine emotional engagement with a fine grasp of musical architecture. It is 
however above all in her Gramophone Company electric recordings, made between 
1926 and 1931, that she emerges unequivocally as a singer of superior musical 
intelligence, superbly accompanied, in the operatic selections, by Carlo Sabajno. 
The Manon Lescaut aria—re-recorded in 1927—displays even more memorably the 
poise and beauty of her mezza voce in the upper-middle register. She creates exactly 
the right emotional atmosphere in Elsa’s music from Lohengrin (sung in the 
excellent Italian translation) and offers us glimpses of her moving Manon 
(Massenet) and Marguerite (Gounod) in the same language. In some of the 
recordings (Amelia’s ‘Ma dall’arido stelo divulsa’, Desdemona’s Willow Song and 
Tosca’s ‘Vissi d’arte’) one has the occasional impression that vividness of diction is 
being sacrificed to smoothness of line, but this may be because she was forced 
(owing to the sheer brilliance of her emission) to stand at some distance from the 
microphone. This was certainly the case in the duets from Otello and Pagliacci with 
Giovanni Zenatello and Apollo Granforte, where the male singers were allowed to 
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dominate. But she does achieve real eloquence in Butterfly’s ‘Tu, tu piccolo Iddio’ 
and the recitative to ‘D’amor sull’ali rosee’—although her trills in the subsequent 
aria are lazily articulated (it is Arangi Lombardi who really shines here).  

Spani’s fifteen electric recordings of songs and ariette, mostly accompanied by a 
small orchestra conducted by Gino Nastrucci, are often treasurable. Caccini’s 
‘Amarilli’ suits her voice marvellously, and ‘Se tu m’ami’ is delightfully imaginative 
in its rhythmic flexibility. Her Italianized Brahms is just as loveable and she brings 
ideal warmth of feeling and generosity of tone to Tirindelli’s ‘O primavera’ 
(conducted by Sabajno), while in the Hispanic repertoire she evokes a distinct 
atmosphere in each song and her rich lower-middle register is displayed at its 
insinuating best.  

The six Verdi arias recorded for Columbia by Arangi Lombardi between 1926 and 
1933 (and presented here in an Appendix) are among her very best. Her voice 
production was even more impeccable than Spani’s (she had a full command of the 
messa di voce throughout her range) and although her occasional colleague 
Giacomo Lauri Volpi famously claimed that she should be categorized as an 
esecutrice rather than an interprete, her phrasing in these decidedly lyrical arias 
(from Trovatore, Forza del destino, Ballo in maschera, I Lombardi and Aida) is as 
impressive for its emotional sensitivity as for its vocal poise. 

Marston’s excellent booklet includes full documentation of the recordings (the 
only oddity is the listing of the original title of Rossini’s ‘Selva opaca’ as ‘Sombre 
forêts’), an abbreviated version of Tully Potter’s superb biographical profile of Spani 
published in the March 2020 issue of the The Record Collector, and Michael 
Aspinall’s penetrating critical analysis of the recordings of both sopranos. 

Stephen Hastings 




